The Lake Township Round Barn(s)
By Dennis Boyd

Between the years of 1874-1936 there were 219 polygonal and round barns constructed throughout
Indiana. Polygonal barns with 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, or 16-sides were predominately constructed between
1874-1900. Changes in technology with the advent of the circular silo containing an elevator for
moving feed, self-supporting roofs, and balloon framing - resulted in true round barns from 1889-1936.
Indiana once had more round barns than any other state, but their numbers are dwindling. As of
2017, there were only 73 of these historic barns remaining—Indiana is down to one-third of the barns
we once had.
Nearly every county in Indiana could claim to have had one round barn at one time. In an article by
John T. Hanou, he claimed there was one round barn built in Newton County and that was located in
Lake Township, in Section 26, about ½ mile east of the old town of Conrad.
According to Graefnitz family history, Wilhelm Graefnitz migrated to Indiana from Germany in the
1880’s and ended up in Lake Township. Eventually he became the Foreman of the Blair Ranch which
was owned by a Mr. Blair of Chicago, IL. The ranch location is now part of the LaSalle Fish and Wildlife
Area near the Indiana-Illinois State line just north of State Rd. Indiana 10. The ranch had many
buildings including a Round Barn.
Later Wilhelm left the ranch and his son, Albert
Graefnitz became the foreman. Albert (my wife’s
Grandfather) talked to me many times about the barn
with livestock on the bottom floor and an elevator to
move farming equipment up to the upper floor.
In the publication by John T. Hanou, “A Round Barn”,
he states that the barn was an eighteen sided barn and
was built in 1906 but there was no recorded date on
when it was destroyed.
Mr. Hanou described the barn as follows; the lower
floor had 15 pens, 8 x 12’ and a corresponding
exercising lot 50 feet out from the building. In the
inner circle there were seven farrowing pens, 8 x 10’
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and a large stove in the inner circle with a water pump.
The second floor, according to the article, was used for a hay mow and the third floor was used for
the storage of machinery hoisted by an elevator. The information about the barn article by Mr. Hanou
was taken from an article in the “Indiana Farmer” in 1906 describing his round barn. So the question
is, were there two round barns in Lake Township, or was the
round barn Mr. Hanou describes as being near Conrad a
second barn?
Information was taken from; the IN Gov. DNR (Article), and Round
Barns by Damon Howell.
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